SPEAKERS

GoldenEar Technology TritonCinema Two Speaker System
(Reviewed April 2011)

Sandy Gross, cofounder of Polk Audio and Definitive Technology, set out with his new company, GoldenEar, to deliver high-end sound quality at a price any serious audiophile could afford. He succeeded wildly in this debut speaker system, and the arrival of the TritonCinema Two became an audio highlight of the year. A built-in, powered woofer and attractive form factor make them more welcome in your living space than some traditional boxy towers, but the real secret is the High Velocity Folder Ribbon tweeter that spouts an expansive and open high end and makes the speaker highly dynamic. A terrific value, yes — but a very fine speaker indeed that competes favorably with many that cost a great deal more. $3,999 goldenear.com